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As business sectors emerge,
evolve and expand, so
the regulations increase.
For many businesses – SMBs
in particular – life gets
complicated.

The keys to compliance and
eﬀective risk strategies are
knowledge and proactivity.
However, it is the application
of experience that can
transform a competent
governance, risk and
compliance strategy into
a business solution capable
of improving operational
eﬃciency, streamlining
expenses and optimizing
budgets, staﬀ and technology
resources.

Working with companies of
all sizes, from SMBs to
Enterprise and government
organizations, Supra ITS
provides a complete range
of Managed Technology
Services.

It is every company’s responsibility
to monitor and maintain awareness of
each and every regulatory change, and
to adapt their business practices
accordingly and in good time.
Maintaining compliance across all
areas of business can be an exhausting
undertaking, especially in organisations
where inter-departmental
communication is weak. Complaince
processes divert valuable time and
resources away from the core business
activities that move a business forward.
Why businesses need a GRC solution
High demand on resources to
track compliance
Increase in regulations and changes
Internal resources become
complacent
No integrated GRC approach
Poor internal communication
Regulations becoming more complex

That’s the power of expertise. That is how
Supra ITS helps organizations generate
signiﬁcant returns on their investment.
The road to compliance
Decrease and manage risk
Discover data/information gaps

DO

We build successful pertnerships with
our customers by maintaining the
highest level of product, technology
and regulatory knowledge and expertise
in every ﬁeld. From this position, we can
develop integrated and comprehensive
GRC strategies that are as simple or
complex as the customer and
industry requires.
What connects all of them is a diligent
approach that remains focused on
helping every business thrive on a
healthy foundation.
Complete GRC strategies

Eﬃcient proof of compliance

Automated workﬂow

Ensure year-round compliance

Control analysis and testing

Gain ‘360’ industry perspective
and insights

Correlating impact of multiple
regulation changes

Greater collaboration

Identifying organizational
impact of risk

Improve IT governance
Match regulatory requirements with
business goals

Proactive corrections
Regulation tracking

Minimize liability

Risk assessment and identiﬁcation

Reduce cost of compliance

Risk/compliance reports

Reduce time to compliance

Self-assessments
Standards and controls strategy
User-friendly online interface

Call : +1 905 593 1050
Email : talktous@supraits.com
Web : www.supraits.com
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Each year, businesses welcome a host of new regulations (and
changes to old ones). These are put in place by the industry
bodies and governments responsible for safeguarding the
interests and practices of the people and businesses on all sides
of the corporate equation.
Supra ITS has the breadth and depth of business experience and technology know-how to

IN FOCUS

relieve companies of that burden. We remove the risk of liability, ensuring that compliance

Commonly abbreviated
to ‘GRC’, Governance,
Risk Management and
Compliance describes the
overall strategy and set
of procedures put in
place by an organization
implements in order to
avoid legal and regulatory
conﬂict or transgression,
operational waste or
vulnerability.

eﬀective at all times.

with industry regulations is maintained at all times, and that an organization is operationally

Supra ITS not only delivers peace of mind in a complex world, but hands back those
priceless resources–time and money–to its clients.

